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NEW QUESTION: 1
The mouse arrow on Joe's laptop screen is unexpectedly moving
around while he types on the built-in keyboard. Which of the
following would be the lowest cost solution to the problem?
A. Use of an external keyboard.
B. Use of an external mouse.
C. Use of Fn key to lock the keypad.
D. Use of Fn key to disable the touchpad.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Sie haben einen Server namens Server1, auf dem Windows Server
2016 ausgefÃ¼hrt wird.
Sie mÃ¼ssen Server1 als RAS-Gateway mit mehreren Mandanten

konfigurieren.
Was solltest du auf Server1 installieren?
A. Die Data Center Bridging-Funktion
B. Die Network Controller-Serverrolle
C. Die Serverrolle Netzwerkrichtlinie und Access Services
D. Die RAS-Serverrolle
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
RAS Gateway - Multitenant. You can deploy RAS Gateway as a
multitenant, software-based edge gateway and router when you
are using Hyper-V Network Virtualization or you have VM
networks deployed with virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs).
With the RAS Gateway, CloudService Providers (CSPs) and
Enterprises can enable datacenter and cloud network traffic
routing between virtual and physical networks, including the
Internet. With the RAS Gateway, your tenants can use
point-so-site VPN connections to access their VM network
resources in the datacenter from anywhere. You can also provide
tenants with site-to-site VPN connections between their remote
sites and your CSP datacenter. In addition, you can configure
the RAS Gateway with BGP for dynamic routing, and you can
enable Network Address Translation (NAT) to provide Internet
access for VMs on VM networks.
References:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server-docs/network
ing/remote-access/remote-access

NEW QUESTION: 3
The IT Team for a regional government organization wants to
implement a VDI system using VMware
products.
These design requirements were specified:
Automated Horizon RDS Farms and App Volumes to deliver a few
Windows applications to iOS and
Android devices
Horizon RDS Farms to deliver a specialized 3D mapping
application
Stateless Windows 10 Horizon Instant Clone desktops to task
workers, and Horizon Windows 10
desktops with a persistent data disk to power users
What is the minimum number of Master Image VMs to support the
design?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
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